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chimney-sweeping or street-scavenging. Much might depend
upon what is implied by the three r's, and especially by the first
of them—reading.
Education   There was a time, not long ago, when the working
for leisure   life of the average man or woman was divided into
two parts—work, and relaxation or play.   The
hours of work were so long, and the work was often so mono-
tonous and dull, that the brief period of relaxation was apt to
be one of artificial and illusory happiness, often induced by the
flowing bowl, and the boon companionship of the public-
house. For most men the conditions of life are changed, and
for women they are rapidly changing. As the use of mechanical
inventions spreads, the hours of labour become fewer, and the
margin of respite from labour is correspondingly wider. One of
the greatest social questions of our time is—how is that margin
to be spent?   The only possible answer is that to the two
categories of work and play (or mere relaxation) there must be
added a third category, the best name for which is leisure.
The distinction was made by Aristotle nearly twenty-three
centuries ago, and it needs to be revived. "Work, he thought,
was something done not for its own sake, but as a means to
something  else—affluence,   or,   at  any   rate,   subsistence;
recreation was rest from work, which took the form of play,
and issued in the recovery of poise of body and mind, disturbed
and unbalanced by work; but leisure was a noble thing, and
indeed the noblest thing in life—it was employment in work
desirable for its own sake—the hearing of noble music and
poetry, intercourse with friends chosen for their worth, and the
exercise of the speculative faculty.  In this fine sense of the
term, we may say that we live for leisure; that it is the end of our
being, which transcends work and far transcends recreation;
that it is the growing time of the human spirit."1
* Ernest Barker, The Uses of Leisure, pp. 6-7.  The reference is to
Aristotle's Politics (tn Newman, III, p. 422),   In a lecture on "Labour

